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About
With a history of over 80 years of designing and manufacturing quality luminaries for the commercial,
industrial, and institutional markets, Peerless Electric is a well established and dynamic company.
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Beyond compare, the Arclux® series is inspired by architectural design and modern
aesthetics, offering an outstanding quality of lighting and excellent craftsmanship.
Arclux® uses the latest technological advancements in the lighting industry
allowing to break new barriers with intelligent optics, cutting-edge performance
and ease of installation. The Arclux® series provides a line of brilliant and refined
luminaires for every architectural space in the quest to elevate their experience
with a powerful and contemporary lighting solution.

ARCLUX
SERIES

HTP

Horizontal . Transparent . Plane
LED luminaire for suspended installation with aircraft cables. The slim and modern design makes it seem
nearly transparent when off. When on, with 55% down lighting and 45% up lighting distribution it gives a
illusion of a floating fixture in mid-air. PMMA shielding with a aluminum extrusion body. Ideal for indoor
environments, such as offices, hospitals and schools. Row mounting available, consult factory.

on

off
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ISA

I . Structure . Architectural
LED luminaire for suspended installation with aircraft cables. Featuring a semi-transparent design when
off and excellent uniformity and efficiency when on (Up light 13% & Down light 87%). The timeless and
minimalist design complements any interior architectural atmosphere. Opal or discreet louvered optics,
aluminum extrusion housing with die cast aluminum end caps. Row mounting available, consult factory.

on - opal

on - discreet louvered
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LDXI

Linear . Direct . Indirect
LED luminaire for suspended (with aircraft cables)
or surface or wall mounted installation. Custom
configurations, corners and patterns available,
consult factory for exact configurations. Features a
minimalistic and clean design providing a superior
quality of lighting. Snap-in flat frosted acrylic lens and
extruded aluminum body. Ideal for commercial or
architectural environments. Row mounting available,
consult factory.
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CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS, CORNERS AND PATTERNS

X PATTERN

BOTTOM VIEW

SIDE VIEW

SQUARE PATTERN

x pattern

BOTTOM VIEW

square pattern - office

SIDE VIEW

CUSTOM COLORS
Standard finish is high gloss
white polyester baked powder
coat enamel. Custom colours
available, consult factory. Glossy
/ Matte / Custom Colours
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LDXR

Linear . Direct . Recessed
LED luminaire for recessed installation. Custom
configurations, corners and patterns available, consult
factory. Features a minimalistic and clean design
providing a superior quality of lighting. Snap-in flat
frosted acrylic lens and extruded aluminum body.
Ideal for commercial or architectural environments.
Row mounting available, consult factory.
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CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS, CORNERS AND PATTERNS

REGULAR CORNER

INSIDE CORNER

OUTSIDE CORNER

90 degree corner that lies in the same plane as the ceiling or

Runs up the wall, then across the ceiling.

Runs across the ceiling then up a bulkhead.

wall.
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RINA

Round . Indirect . Direct . Architectural
LED luminaire for suspended installation with aircraft
cables. Features a minimalistic and clean design
providing a superior quality of lighting. Snap-in flat
frosted acrylic lens and extruded aluminum body.
Ideal for commercial or architectural environments.
Row mounting available, consult factory.
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RQ1

One opening. Provides a choice of direct or
indirect light distribution.

RQ2

Two openings. Provides a choice of direct or
indirect light distribution.
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TB
T-Bar.

CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS
The integrated design allows to create seamless continuous or discontinuous linear lighting arrangements

SVT

that perfectly blend with the ceiling.

Slim . Vapor . Tight
Suspended or surface installation with mounting clips.
Provides a superior quality of soft lighting as well as
delivers a consistent light intensity that decelerates
food discoloration. Ideal for supermarkets and
commercial environments.
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Admired for years for its expertise, Peerless has gathered all its knowledge to create
the Peerlux® series. The series contains a wide range of luminaires allowing infinite
possibilities that will offer a superior quality of lighting and meet any environment
needs. Peerlux® aims to embrace the latest in lighting technology, performance and
sustainability with in-house design and manufacturing capabilities. The Peerlux®
series provides a line of specification grade luminaires for every environment with
the intent to embrace a powerful, customizable and durable lighting solution.

PEERLUX
SERIES

AHM

Architectural . Half . Moon
LED luminaire for surface or suspended installation
with aircraft cables. Wide acrylic lens, ribbed on the
inside with a rigid one-piece body constructed from
code gauge steel. Ideal for commercial environments.

CI

CI . Wrap-Around Lens
LED luminaire for surface mounting for ceiling or wall.
As standard #12 clear prismatic acrylic wrap-around
lens. With rigid body constructed from code gauge
steel and spring-loaded and hinged end caps.
Spring-loaded and hinged end caps make installation
easy. Ideal for stairwells and other commercial
environments.
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AP2W

AP . 2 way of installation . Wet Locations
LED luminaire for surface mounting with brackets or
suspended installation with mounting brackets and
bail-links. Ideal for indoor or outdoor applications,
such as parking garages, food processing facilities,
refrigerated storage, pedestrian tunnels and other
industrial applications where protection from dust
and water is required. Impact resistance design.
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AP4/AP4-HB
AP4/AP4 High Bay

LED luminaire for surface mounting with brackets
or suspended installation with mounting brackets
(V-Hooks). Designed for impact resistance. Ideal
for indoor or outdoor applications, such as parking
garages, food processing facilities, refrigerated
storage, pedestrian tunnels and other industrial
applications where protection from dust and water
is required.
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GP-15

Gymnasium . Protective . 15” Width

GP-HB

Gymnasium . Protective . High Bay

LED luminaire for surface or suspended installation.
Ideal for gymnasiums, recreational areas and other
commercial environments.
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IHB

Industrial . High Bay
LED luminaire for suspended installation. Sturdy and
very light. Models may be configured depending on
length and the number of modules chosen. Ideal
for commercial and industrial environments.

LACH3

Latches . Cam . Hook . 3 sizes
LED luminaire for recessed installation. Durable
shielding. Body constructed from code gauge steel.
Cam latch release opens frame for easy servicing
while retaining hook prevents the hinged frame from
disengaging accidentally when opened. Lens is held
within a hinged steel frame. No visible hardware.
Plaster frame kit available, consult factory. Ideal for
commercial environments.
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LDX-HB1
Linear . Hospital Bed

LED luminaire for wall mounted installation (bed
light). Separate upper and lower compartments
provide uplight, downlight or both. Options
available include convenience outlet, night light
and various switching arrangement (left or right side
installation). Ideal for health care institutions.
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UVC TECHNOLOGY
99.9%* NEUTRALIZATION OF SOME:
+ Bacteria
+ Viruses
+ Mould
+ Fungi
+ Other Microorganisms
*If the appropriate dose of UVC is used

ECR-G

Germicidal / Suspended / Indirect
Germicidal luminaire for suspended mounting with
aircraft cables. Designed for cleaning the air of
bacteria, fungi, their spores and inactivating viruses
by destroying their ability to replicate. A stylish
linear fixture that provides indirect UVc disinfection.
Ideal for architectural applications. Row mounting
available, consult factory. Direct disinfection
available, consult factory.
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LDX3-LDX4-LDX5
Linear . Direct . 3”.4”.5” Width

LED luminaire for suspended installation with
aircraft cables, surface installation on ceiling or
wall mounted installation with bracket. Designed
to provide direct down light. Ideal for architectural
environments.
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LXHL

Latched . Hooked Lens
LED luminaire for surface installation.Provides soft
and uniform illumination. Ideal as general lighting
for commercial office spaces, classrooms and retail
spaces.

LOPA-11
LOPA . 11” width

LED luminaire for surface installation.Ideal for
various commercial environments.
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LOPAHB
LOPA . High Bay

LED luminaire for surface installation with mounting
brackets or suspended installation with field
adjustable aircraft cables or v-links for mounting
chain. Clear or frosted acrylic wrap-around lens,
optional wireguard with clear prismatic acrylic lens.
Rigid one-piece body constructed from code gauge
steel. Ideal for various commercial environments.
Row mounting available, consult factory.
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NITO-0x-xF
Narrow . Flange

LED luminaire for recessed installation in a drywall ceiling.
Standard shielding is a clear prismatic acrylic. Rigid body
constructed from code gauge steel with symmetrical
reflector. Ideal for commercial environments.

NITO-0x-xG
Narrow . T-Grid

LED luminaire for recessed installation in an exposed
15/16” T-grid ceiling. Standard shielding is a clear prismatic
acrylic. Rigid body constructed from code gauge steel
with symmetrical reflector. Plaster frame kit available,
consult factory. Ideal for commercial environments.
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NSL-FA

Narrow Strip Luminaire . Flat Acrylic Lens

NSL-RA

Narrow Strip Luminaire . Rounded Acrylic Lens

NSL-UN

Narrow Strip Luminaire . Unlensed
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SDL-3x-1ACF
SDL . 1 Acrylic Frosted Lens

SDL-3x-1ACF-205G
SDL . 1 Acrylic Frosted Lens . 205 Grid

SDL-3x-2ACF
SDL . 2 Acrylic Frosted Lens
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SDL-3x-FACF

SDL . Frosted Acrylic and Center Frosted Lens

SDL-3xSL
SDL . Side Lens

SDL-P50

SDL . Perforated Basket at 50%
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SDL-SP50

SDL . Side Perforated Basket at 50%

SDLA-ODL

SDL . Architectural. Opal Drop Lens

SL

Steel Frame. Latches
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SSDL-3-1ACF
SSDL . 3 . 1 Acrylic Frosted Lens

SSDL . 3 . Frosted Acrylic & Center Frosted Lens

SSDL-3-2ACF

SSDL-3-SL

SSDL . 3 . 2 Acrylic Frosted Lens

SSDL-3-FACF

SSDL . 3 . Side Lens
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VRW

Vandal Resistant . Wrap-Around Lens
LED luminaire for surface installation on ceiling. The
clear polycarbonate wrap around lens has prisms on
the bottom and vertical ribs on the sides for even light
distribution. The enclosure is retained with six #8 tamper
proof screws making it ideal for industrial environments in
high abuse applications where protection from vandalism
and security are the primary concerns. The rigid body is
constructed from code gauge steel and gasket to ensure
a clean interior from dust.
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With the perpetual need for a qualitative and substantial line of luminaires, the
Evalux® series prides itself on uncompromised attractive styles that arises to meet
sensible and economical needs. Evalux® delivers a powerful and impressive range
of options suitable for an array of applications and projects. The Evalux® series
provides a line of luminaires that offers the best possible value for every environment
seeking to acquire an efficient and competitive lighting solution.

EVALUX
SERIES

CEL

C . Evalux . Luminaire
LED luminaire for surface installation.Provides soft
and uniform illumination. Ideal as general lighting for
commercial office spaces, classrooms and retail spaces.

HBE
High Bay. Evalux

LED luminaire for surface installation.Ideal for LED
luminaire for suspended installation supplied with v-links
and 31” chains. Frosted lens with rigid one-piece body
constructed from code gauge steel. Ideal for commercial
environments.
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NSLE

Narrow Strip Luminaire . Evalux
LED luminaire for surface installation or suspended
installation with chains by others. Rounded or square
extruded frosted acrylic lens with a rigid body constructed
from code gauge steel. Ideal for commercial, residential,
retail and cove applications. Row mounting available,
consult factory. Field Adjustments to be done on site.

PNLG-BL
Panel . G . Backlit

LED luminaire for recessed, surface or suspended
installation with optional Mounting Box and v-hooks,
consult factory. Featuring a low profile with high
performance, using the most advanced LED technology
by delivering at least 110lm/W without glare. Diffuser in
frosted, opal PS and body made of aluminum extrusion,
incorporating light thermal management with passive
cooling. Ideal for commercial environments.
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PNLS
Panel. S

LED luminaire for recessed, surface or suspended
installation with optional Mounting Box and v-hooks,
consult factory. Featuring a low profile with high
performance, using the most advanced LED technology
by delivering up to 130lm/W without glare (edge-lit
LED light engine). Diffuser in frosted, opal PMMA. Body
made of aluminum extrusion, incorporating light thermal
management with passive cooling. Ideal for commercial
environments. Field adjustments to be done on site.
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SDLG-3-1ACF

WRE

LED luminaire for recessed installation for 15/16” T-grid
ceilings. Frosted acrylic lens with a rigid one-piece body
constructed from code gauge steel with contoured steel
reflector. Ideal for indoor general area lighting, retail
space and other commercial lighting. Control available,
consult factory. Field adjustments to be done on site.

LED luminaire for surface installation. Snap-in frosted
acrylic lens with a rigid one-piece body constructed from
code gauge steel. Ideal for commercial environments.
Row mounting available, consult factory.

SDL . G . 1 Acrylic Frosted Lens

WR. Evalux
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9145 Rue Boivin Montreal, Quebec H8R 2E5

514.595.1671

info@peerless-electric.com

Peerless-Electric.com

